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1. INTRODUCTION

Dictionaries are among the most fundamental data structures. A dic-
tionary stores a subset S of a universe U , offering membership queries of
the form “Is x ∈ S?” for x ∈ U . It also supports the retrieval of satellite
data associated with the elements of S, which are called keys. One distin-
guishes between the dynamic case, where the dictionary supports insertion
and deletion of keys (with their satellite data), and the static case, where
S does not change over time.

Several performance measures are of interest for dictionaries: the amount
of space occupied by a dictionary, the time needed to construct or update
it, and the time needed to answer a query. In this paper, our primary
interest lies in obtaining static dictionaries with optimal query time and
minimal space consumption that can be constructed rapidly by determinis-
tic algorithms. By general dynamization results, this also has implications
for deterministic dynamic dictionaries.

Our model of computation is the unit-cost word RAM. This natural and
realistic model of computation has been the object of much recent research,
surveyed in [13], which also offers a detailed definition. For a positive
integer parameter w, called the word length, the memory cells of a word
RAM store w-bit words, variously viewed as integers in {0, . . . , 2w−1} or as
bit vectors in {0, 1}w, and standard operations can be carried out on words
in constant time. We adopt the multiplication model, whose instruction set
includes addition, bitwise boolean operations, shifts, and multiplication and
measure the space requirements of a word-RAM algorithm in units of w-bit
words. Word-RAM algorithms can be weakly nonuniform, that is, access
a fixed number of word-size constants that depend (only) on w. These
constants, which we call native constants, may be thought of as computed
at “compile time”.

The keys to be stored in a dictionary are assumed to be representable in
single words, i.e., to come from the universe U = {0, 1}w. For simplicity, we
assume that each piece of satellite data occupies a single word of memory
(if necessary, it can be a pointer to more bulky data).

Denoting the number of keys by n, we see that constant query time
and O(n) space is the best for which one can hope. A seminal result
of Fredman et al. [11] states that in the static case, a dictionary with
these properties, henceforth referred to as efficient, is indeed possible. To
achieve fast construction of the dictionary, Fredman et al. augment their
RAM model with an additional resource: a source of random bits. In this
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setting, there is a construction algorithm with expected running time O(n).
This efficient dictionary and its construction algorithm are known as the
FKS scheme.

The main result of this paper is an alternative efficient dictionary that
can be constructed deterministically in O(n log n) time. A standard dy-
namization technique yields a range of combinations of lookup time and
update time. For example, we achieve constant lookup time with update
time O(nε), for arbitrary constant ε > 0.

1.1. Related work
Efficient dictionaries have been known for a long time for certain combi-

nations of n and w. For n = Ω(2w), e.g., a bit vector does the job. Tarjan
and Yao [25] showed how to construct efficient static dictionaries when the
number of keys and the size of the universe are polynomially related, i.e.,
when w = O(log n). As already mentioned, Fredman et al. demonstrated
how to build efficient static dictionaries for arbitrary word sizes. Besides
the randomized construction running in expected time O(n), they gave a
deterministic one with a running time of O(n3w). A bottleneck in the de-
terministic algorithm is the choice of appropriate hash functions. It can be
shown that exhaustive search in any universal class of hash functions [7]
yields suitable functions. A more efficient way of conducting the search was
devised by Raman [23], who lowered the deterministic construction time to
O(n2w). For w = nΩ(1), a static dictionary for n keys can be constructed
deterministically in O(n) time plus the time needed to sort the keys. This
follows from a straightforward generalization of the fusion trees of Fredman
and Willard [12] and was stated explicitly by Hagerup [13, Corollary 8].
Alon and Naor [1] used small-bias probability spaces to derandomize a
variant of the FKS scheme, achieving construction time O(nw(log n)4).
However, their lookup operation requires evaluation of a linear function in
time Θ(w/ logn), so the dictionary is not efficient unless w = O(log n).
Another variant of the FKS scheme reduces the number of random bits to
O(log n+ logw), while achieving O(n)-time construction with high proba-
bility [9].

Allowing randomization, the FKS scheme can be dynamized to support
insertions and deletions in amortized expected constant time [10]. Without
a source of random bits, the task of simultaneously achieving fast updates
and constant query time seems considerably harder, and no solution with
nontrivial performance bounds was previously known. Also, it is shown
in [10] that approaches similar to the double hashing of the FKS scheme
are destined to perform poorly in a deterministic setting. The best re-
sult when the update and query times are considered equally important is
O(

√
logn/ log logn) time per dictionary operation; it uses the data struc-

ture of Beame and Fich [5] with the dynamization result of Andersson and
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Thorup [4]. A different trade-off, lookup time O((log logn)2/log log logn)
and update time O((log n log log n)2), was recently obtained by Pagh [22].
For w = nΩ(1), a standard dynamization of the fusion-tree-like data struc-
ture mentioned above provides constant-time lookups with update time
O(nε), for arbitrary fixed ε > 0.

An unpublished manuscript by Sundar [24] states an amortized lower
bound of Ω(log logw n/ log log logw n) per operation for a dynamic dictio-
nary in the cell-probe model; this bound, in particular, implies the same
lower bound on the word RAM.

Andersson et al. [3] have shown that a unit-cost RAM that allows efficient
dictionaries must have an instruction of circuit depth Ω(logw/ log logw).
Since this matches the circuit depth of multiplication, we see that efficient
dictionaries are not possible with weaker instruction sets (in the circuit-
depth sense). However, some work has been done on minimizing the query
time in weaker models. In a word-RAM model providing only AC0 instruc-
tions, there is a tight bound of Θ(

√
log n/ log logn) on the query time [3] (a

simpler proof of the upper bound appears in [14]). The algorithm of the up-
per bound uses nonstandard instructions. In a restricted word-RAM model
that lacks multiplication, the best upper bound is

√
logn(log logn)1+o(1),

due to Brodnik et al. [6].

1.2. Our contributions
In this paper we sum up results contained in three consecutive confer-

ence publications. In [19], Miltersen showed how error-correcting codes can
be used to construct an efficient dictionary in time O(n1+ε), for arbitrary
constant ε > 0. Combining this approach with the use of word paral-
lelism, Hagerup [15] exhibited a dictionary with O(log logn) lookup time
and O(n logn) construction time. Our main theorem was derived by Pagh
[21], who added as a new ingredient an improved construction algorithm
for a class of perfect hash functions introduced by Tarjan and Yao.

Theorem 1.1. A static dictionary for n w-bit keys and their satellite
data with constant lookup time and a space consumption of O(n) memory
words can be constructed in O(n log n) time on a word RAM with word
length w by a weakly nonuniform deterministic algorithm that uses O(n)
words of memory.

The static dictionary can be turned into a dynamic one, supporting in-
sertions and deletions, by a standard dynamization result [20, Theorem A].

Theorem 1.2. Let t(n) = O(
√

logn) be a nondecreasing function from
N to N such that t(n) is computable in time and space O(n) and t(2n) =
O(t(n)). Then there is a weakly nonuniform deterministic dynamic dic-
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tionary that runs on a word RAM with word length w and, when n ele-
ments are stored, uses O(n) words of memory and supports lookups in time
O(t(n)), insertions in time O(n1/t(n)), and deletions in time O(log n).

The theorem is most interesting when t grows slowly. In particular,
no previous deterministic linear-space dictionary combined lookup time
O(log log n) with update time o(n).

It should be noted that we make heavy use of weak nonuniformity.
Whereas it is common to employ native constants that can be computed
in O(w) or even O(logw) time, our data structures depend on native con-
stants that are not known to be computable in wO(1) time.

2. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

Let S ⊆ U denote the set of keys to be stored and take n = |S|. In
order to prove Theorem 1.1, we show how to construct a function h : U →
{0, . . . ,m − 1}, where m = O(n), that is 1-1 on S and can be stored in
constant space and evaluated in constant time. Informally, such a function
will be called an efficient perfect hash function for S. The desired efficient
static dictionary consists of the description of h together with a hash table
of size m.

Our approach is to first perform a universe reduction by finding a func-
tion ρ : U → {0, 1}r, with r = O(log n), that is 1-1 on S and can be stored
in constant space and evaluated in constant time. Then an efficient per-
fect hash function h′ is found for ρ(S) ⊆ {0, 1}r. The desired function is
h = h′ ◦ ρ.

The universe reduction is based on error-correcting codes, whose use in
the context of hashing is introduced in Section 3. By applying an error-
correcting code ψ, replacing each element x ∈ U by ψ(x) ∈ {0, 1}O(w),
the Hamming distance (the number of differing bit positions) between any
two elements of U can be made Ω(w). It is then possible to find a set D
of O(log n) distinguishing bit positions such that for every pair {x, y} of
distinct keys in S, ψ(x) and ψ(y) differ on D. Exploiting word parallelism,
we show how to find such distinguishing bit positions in O(n logn) time.
Given these, Raman’s deterministic selection of perfect hash functions [23]
can be used to construct a function ρ mapping to the desired range {0, 1}r.
We further show that a good error-correcting code can be picked from a
universal family of functions from U to {0, 1}O(w). Since there are such
families whose functions can be evaluated in constant time, we obtain an
error-correcting code with the same property. The choice of an appropriate
function is a source of weak nonuniformity.

In Section 4 we show how to find an efficient perfect hash function for
ρ(S) ⊆ {0, 1}r. We first develop a randomized variant of the efficient
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perfect hash function of Tarjan and Yao. The construction algorithm is
then derandomized using conditional expectations, yielding an O(n log n)-
time deterministic algorithm. Our algorithm is quite simple compared with
the O(n(log n)5)-time algorithm described in [1].

3. UNIVERSE REDUCTION

In this section we describe the construction of a universe-reduction func-
tion ρ : U → {0, 1}r, where r = O(log n). The prime feature of ρ is that
it is 1-1 on S. Because of this, it may be used to “translate” a search for
x ∈ U into a search for ρ(x) within the smaller universe {0, 1}r. Since we
are interested in constant-time queries, ρ should be evaluable in constant
time. Constant space will suffice to store the description of ρ.

3.1. Distinguishing bit positions
Let ψ : U → {0, 1}4w be an error-correcting code of relative minimum

distance δ > 0. This means that for every pair {x, y} of distinct elements
of U , the Hamming distance between ψ(x) and ψ(y) is at least 4δw. We
assume that δ ≤ 1/2 (in fact, by the Plotkin bound for error-correcting
codes [17, p. 41], this is always the case for w > 2). Denote the ith bit of
a bit string v (counted from the right, say) by vi. We have the following:

Lemma 3.1. For every subset S of U of size n, there is a set D ⊆
{1, . . . , 4w} with |D| ≤ 2 log(n)/ log 1

1−δ such that for every pair {x, y} of
distinct elements of S, ψ(x)d 6= ψ(y)d for some d ∈ D.

Proof. A simple proof of the lemma proceeds by showing that picking
the bit positions independently at random satisfies the condition of the
lemma with positive probability. We provide a slightly different argument
that is more easily turned into an efficient algorithm.

We will construct a sequence of sets D0 = ∅ ⊆ D1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Dk ⊆
{1, . . . , 4w} that are increasingly better at distinguishing elements of S. For
a setD ⊆ {1, . . . , 4w}, we split S into 2|D| disjoint clusters C(S,D, 0|D|), . . . , C(S,D, 1|D|),
one for each possible vector of bit values at the positions given byD. Define
the badness ofD as B(S,D) =

∑
v∈{0,1}|D|

(|C(S,D,v)|
2

)
, which is the number

of pairs within the clusters. We will determine our sets such that |Di| ≤ i
and B(S,Di) < (1 − δ)i n2/2 for i = 0, . . . , k, a condition that clearly
holds for i = 0 with D0 = ∅. Assume that Di has been found for some
i with 0 ≤ i < k. A pair of distinct elements in some cluster C(S,Di, v)
is also in C(S,Di ∪ {d}, v′), for some v′, for at most a fraction of 1− δ of
the possible choices of d ∈ {1, . . . , 4w}. By an averaging argument, it is
possible to choose d such that B(S,Di ∪ {d}) ≤ (1 − δ)B(S,Di), and we
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let Di+1 = Di ∪ {d} for such a d. Setting k = b2 log1/(1−δ) nc, we achieve
B(S,Dk) < 1, so we can take Dk as the desired set of distinguishing bits.

The lemma shows that a very simple hash function with polynomial-sized
range can be found that it is 1-1 on the error-corrected representations of
the keys: Simply use the projection on O(log n) suitable bit positions.

We next make the proof of the lemma constructive by giving an algorithm
for actually finding a small set D of distinguishing bit positions. When
choosing a position, we need only care about the nontrivial clusters, those
of size at least 2, since smaller clusters do not contribute to the badness.
Maintaining the nontrivial clusters under addition of new bit positions is
easy: Simply keep a linked list for each cluster; the lists can be split with
respect to the bit value at a new position in a linear pass. Therefore the
task of finding distinguishing positions boils down to that of finding a single
good bit position, one that decreases the badness by a factor of at least 1−δ.

Lemma 3.2. Let S be a subset of U of size n. Given linked lists of the
nontrivial clusters of S corresponding to distinguishing positions D, a bit
position d with

B(S,D ∪ {d}) ≤ (1 − δ)B(S,D)

can be found deterministically in time and space O(n).

Proof. We show how to efficiently compute the badness B(S,D ∪ {d})
for each d ∈ {1, . . . , 4w}. The bit position d with the smallest badness
must, by the proof of Lemma 3.1, satisfy B(S,D ∪ {d}) ≤ (1− δ)B(S,D).
For each d ∈ {1, . . . , 4w}, we perform the following steps:

1. For each nontrivial cluster C, compute sC =
∑

x∈C xd, the number of
1s in position d.

2. For each nontrivial cluster C, compute zC =
(
sC

2

)
+

(|C|−sC

2

)
, the

combined badness of the two clusters resulting from C if d is included in
D.

3. Compute the total badness
∑

C zC over all (nontrivial) clusters C.

It is an easy matter to execute steps 1–3 in O(n) time for a single value
of d. In order to execute steps 1–3 for all d ∈ {1, . . . , 4w} within the same
time bound, we resort to word-level parallelism, viewing each string of 4w
bits as a bit vector. We first describe the algorithm under the following
(unrealistic) assumptions:

A. Prior to the execution, each bit vector representing an element of S
is “stretched” by a sufficiently large factor f through the introduction of
f − 1 zeros to the left of each original bit. This turns each original bit
position into a field of f consecutive bit positions.
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B. The machine instructions applicable to words can also be applied to
vectors of 4w fields and still take constant time.

Under these assumptions, it is trivial to execute steps 1 and 3 in O(n)
time for all d ∈ {1, . . . , 4w}: The only operation needed is field-wise addi-
tion, which can be realized through ordinary word-level addition. The field
width f is assumed to be sufficiently large to prevent overflows between
fields. Step 2 needs the following additional operations:

• Replication of a value m, stored in the rightmost field, to all other
fields (used with m = |C| and m = 1). This can be done by multiplying m
by the constant 1f that contains 1 in every field. For the time being, we
assume 1f to be a native constant.
• Field-wise subtraction with a nonnegative result, which can be realized

through word-level subtraction.
• Field-wise multiplication. This can be realized through the usual shift-

and-add algorithm that successively tests each bit of one factor and, if it is
1, adds an appropriately shifted copy of the other factor to an accumulated
sum. We refer to [2, Sect. 3] for a description of the low-level details
needed to carry out such steps as field-wise conditional addition based on
a comparison with zero, noting only that the constant 1f comes in handy
here as well. The time needed is O(f).
• Field-wise division of even integers by 2, which can be realized through

a right shift.

Since the field values manipulated by the algorithm are polynomial in n,
a field width f of O(log n) clearly suffices. However, assumptions A and B
are not realistic even for this value of f . In particular, vectors of 4w fields
of f bits each occupy Θ(f) w-bit words, and operations such as adding two
vectors take Θ(f) time. We counter this problem by using a variable field
width, storing small numbers in small fields and large numbers, of which
there are few, in large fields. We begin by describing how to double and
halve the field width.

In order to double the field width of a vector from f to 2f , we use the
constant 12f to create a mask whose f -bit fields contain alternately only 0s
and only 1s — again, the reader is referred to [2] for programming details.
Using this mask, it is easy to separate the odd- and the even-numbered
fields, storing each group of fields in a separate vector. This spreads the
original vector over twice as many words and (implicitly) changes the field
width from f to 2f . Halving the field width of a vector from 2f to f can
be done very easily by breaking the vector into halves and forming the
disjunction of the halves after shifting one half by f bits. Doubling the
field width scrambles the order of the fields, but halving the field width
returns the fields to their original order.
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In order to carry out step 1, we sum the vectors of each nontrivial cluster
C according to a minimum-height binary tree, with leaves corresponding
to the vectors of elements in C and internal nodes corresponding to sums
of leaves in subtrees. We use a constant field width at the leaves and
larger field widths at inner nodes of the tree. The time needed at an
inner node of field width f , including any necessary field doubling for the
vectors produced at the children of the node, is O(f). Since it is easy to
see that a field width of O(i) suffices for an inner node at height i, for all
i ≥ 1, while there are only O(|C|/2i) such nodes, the total time needed is
O(|C|∑∞

i=1 i/2
i) = O(|C|). Thus step 1 takes O(n) time.

For each nontrivial cluster C, since a field width of O(log |C|) suffices,
the computation of step 2 can be carried out in O((log |C|)2) time. Over
all nontrivial clusters, this sums to O(n) time.

For step 3, we divide the nontrivial clusters into size groups: If a cluster
contains between 2j and 2j+1 − 1 elements, for some integer j ≥ 1, it
is put in size group j. Separately for each value of j, we then sum the
vectors computed in step 2 for all clusters in size group j in a minimum-
height binary tree. If Wj is the total size of all clusters in size group j,
the number of nodes at height i in the tree is O(Wj/2i+j), for all i ≥ 1,
and a field width of O(i+ j) suffices at each such node. As in the analysis
of step 1, the summation within size group j therefore takes O(Wj) time,
which sums to O(n) over all values of j. What remains is to add O(log n)
vectors, one for each size group. Since the maximum field width is O(log n),
this can be done in O((log n)2) time. Thus step 3 also takes O(n) time.

The output of steps 1–3 is a vector of 4w fields, each of which specifies the
badness associated with the corresponding bit position. The field width f is
O(log n), for which reason the set of fields containing the minimum badness
can be computed in O((log n)2) time by binary search over the range of
possible minima. Specifically, we can assume the output of the binary
search to be a vector, each field of which contains 1 if the corresponding
badness is minimum, and 0 otherwise. We now reduce the field width back
to 1 by log f halvings, which also restores the original order of the fields.
The result is a nonzero 4w-bit vector, each 1 of which indicates a good bit
position. To get hold of a single good position, we compute the position
of the most significant bit set to 1. This can be done in constant time,
employing weak nonuniformity [12, p. 431–432].

A final issue is the dependence on the constants 12i for i = 1, . . . , log fmax,
where fmax = O(log n). If w < n, we can compute 12i in O(log n) time
by O(logw) shift-and-or steps, each of which doubles the number of fields
containing a 1. Otherwise we use native constants l = Θ(

√
w), chosen as a

power of 2, and 1l together with the number Q, composed of segments of l
bits each, the ith of which is a “piece” of 12i . We can easily pick out the ith
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segment from Q. Multiplying the segment with 1l yields the required con-

stant 12i .

Theorem 3.1. Let S be a subset of U of size n and suppose that ψ :
U → {0, 1}4w is an error-correcting code with minimum relative distance δ
for some constant δ > 0. Then there is a bit vector D ∈ {0, 1}4w containing
O(log n) 1s for which ρD : x 7→ (ψ(x) and D) is 1-1 on S, and such a bit
vector can be computed deterministically from {ψ(x) | x ∈ S} in O(n logn)
time and O(n) space.

3.2. Unit-cost error-correcting codes
In order to evaluate the function ρD of Theorem 3.1 in constant time,

we need an error-correcting code that can be evaluated in constant time.
Our construction is based on universal families of hash functions.

Definition 3.1. [26, 18] For c > 0, a family H of functions from U to
V is (c, 2)-universal if, for all x1, x2 ∈ U and all y1, y2 ∈ V , the probability
that h(x1) = y1 and h(x2) = y2 is at most c/|V |2 when h ∈ H is chosen
uniformly at random.

Proposition 3.1. Let H be a (2, 2)-universal family of functions from
{0, 1}w to {0, 1}4w. For all δ with 0 < δ ≤ 1

2 , a random member of H is
an error-correcting code of relative minimum distance δ with probability at
least 1− (( e

δ )4δ/4)w.

Proof. Assume first that δ ≥ 1
4w . The number of vectors in {0, 1}4w

within Hamming distance k ≥ 1 of a fixed vector is

k∑
i=0

(
4w
i

)
≤

(
4w
k

)k k∑
i=0

(
4w
i

) (
k

4w

)i

≤
(

4w
k

)k (
1 +

k

4w

)4w

(by the binomial theorem)

≤
(

4w
k

)k

ek =
(

4ew
k

)k

.

This means that for all x1, x2 ∈ {0, 1}w with x1 6= x2 and for a random
function h ∈ H, the probability that the Hamming distance between h(x1)
and h(x2) is no larger than k is at most 21−4w (4ew

k )k (where we used (2, 2)-
universality). The probability that this happens for any of the

(
2w

2

)
<
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22w/2 such pairs is bounded by 2−2w(4ew
k )k. Setting k = b4δwc, we see

that h fails to have minimum relative distance δ with probability at most
2−2w( 4ew

b4δwc )
b4δwc ≤ 2−2w(4ew

4δw )4δw = (( e
δ )4δ/4)w.

If δ < 1
4w , the desired property of h is simply that it should be in-

jective. The probability that this is not the case is bounded by 2−2w ≤
2−2w(4ew

4δw )4δw = (( e
δ )4δ/4)w.

The quantity ( e
δ )4δ/4 converges to 1/4 as δ approaches 0, so the success

probability of Proposition 3.1 is positive for sufficiently small values of δ
for all w. Thus we can indeed find an error-correcting code with relative
minimum distance δ for some constant δ > 0. As a concrete example,
assume that w > 10 and let H be a (2, 2)-universal family of functions
from {0, 1}w to {0, 1}4w. The proposition shows that more than half the
functions in H are error-correcting codes with relative minimum distance
1/10.

Many (2, 2)-universal families are known. Moreover, when the range
is {0, 1}O(w), there are such families whose functions can be stored in
constant space and evaluated in constant time. One example is {x 7→
((ax + b) mod p) mod 24w | a, b ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}}, where p is a fixed
prime between 24w and 24w+1. Multiplication of O(w)-bit numbers can
be done using a constant number of single-word multiplications and ad-
ditions. Also, as noted by Knuth [16, p. 509], forming the remainder
modulo a constant p can be carried out in constant time with multi-
plications and shifts, so a division instruction is not needed to evalu-
ate the functions in constant time. Another, very appealing, such fam-
ily is {x 7→ ((ax + b) mod 25w) div 2w | a, b ∈ {0, . . . , 25w − 1}}, which
has parameter 1 [8, Theorem 3(b)]. This family can be simplified to
{x 7→ ax | a ∈ {0, . . . , 25w − 1}} without decreasing the relative mini-
mum distance of the corresponding error-correcting code by more than a
constant factor. A direct proof of the error-correction property of this fam-
ily, along with some results more general than those needed here, can be
found in [19].

3.3. Finishing the construction
We still need to address the issue of mapping injectively to O(log n)

consecutive bits. We must “gather” the distinguishing bits in an inter-
val of O(log n) positions. For every D ⊆ {1, . . . , r}, define ZD = {x ∈
{0, 1}r | xi = 1 ⇒ i ∈ D}, the set of r-bit vectors that have only zeros
outside the positions given by D.

Lemma 3.3. Let D be a subset of {1, . . . , 4w} of size O(log n). Then
there is a function ρ′ : {0, 1}4w → {0, 1}r, where r = O(log n), that is 1-1
on ZD and can be evaluated in constant time, and a constant-size descrip-
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tion of such a function can be computed deterministically in o(n) time and
space.

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that w = O( 4
√
n): If

this is not the case, begin by using a method of Fredman and Willard [12, p.
428–429] to gather the bits with positions in D within O((log n)4) consec-
utive positions by multiplying with a suitable integer MD. The procedure
for finding MD runs in time (logn)O(1).

Partition D into a constant number of sets D1, . . . , Dk of size at most
1
4 logn. Using the algorithm of Raman [23], we can find hash functions
ρ1, . . . , ρk with range {0, 1}d1

2 log ne, perfect for ZD1 , . . . , ZDk
, respectively,

in time and space O(( 4
√
n)2w) = o(n). Given an argument value, masking

out the bit positions not in Di and evaluating ρi, for i = 1, . . . , k, and con-
catenating the resulting values can be done in constant time. This defines
the function ρ′.

Combining Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we have the desired result on
universe reduction:

Lemma 3.4. Let S be a subset of U of size n. Then there is a function
from U to {0, 1}r, with r = O(log n), that is 1-1 on S and can be evaluated
in constant time, and a constant-size description of such a function can be
computed deterministically in time O(n log n) and space O(n).

4. UNIVERSES OF POLYNOMIAL SIZE

In this section we develop a variant of the double-displacement scheme of
Tarjan and Yao [25], which computes an efficient perfect hash function for
w = O(log n). The construction algorithm of Tarjan and Yao is determin-
istic and has worst-case complexity Θ(n2). We first show how to achieve
expected construction time O(n) with a randomized algorithm. This algo-
rithm is then derandomized using the method of conditional expectations,
which yields a deterministic O(n log n)-time algorithm.

4.1. Reduction to universes of quadratic size
Following Tarjan and Yao, we observe that bit vectors of length O(log n)

can be regarded as constant-length strings over an alphabet of size n. The
trie (with n-way branching) of such strings permits lookup of elements (and
associated values) in constant time. Although each of the O(n) nodes of the
trie uses a table of size n, only O(n) entries of all tables contain important
information (an element or a pointer). That is, to store all tables in space
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O(n), it suffices to construct an efficient perfect hash function for the set
of important entries within the universe of all O(n2) table entries. For this
reason Tarjan and Yao proceed to study the case w ≤ 2 logn+O(1).

4.2. Randomized double displacement
Our aim is to find a function h : U → {0, 1}r, with r = logn + O(1),

such that there are no collisions under h, i.e., pairs {x, y} of distinct keys
in S with h(x) = h(y). The displacement method of Tarjan and Yao can
be viewed as a way of taking an “imperfect” function f : U → {0, 1}r

and generating a new function with fewer collisions between the keys. The
method needs “advice” in the form of a function g : U → {0, 1}r such that
x 7→ (f(x), g(x)) is 1-1 on S.

The idea of Tarjan and Yao is to use f(x) as an index into a table of
suitably chosen displacement values av ∈ {0, 1}r, with v ∈ {0, 1}r. Then
the function x 7→ g(x) ⊕ af(x), where ⊕ denotes bitwise exclusive-or, may
have far fewer collisions than f . Also, x 7→ (g(x)⊕ af(x), f(x)) is 1-1 on S,
so the procedure can be repeated. Two repetitions will suffice; hence the
term “double displacement”. Our contribution is an efficient procedure for
finding suitable displacement values.

Definition 4.1. For q ≥ 0, a pair of functions (f, g), both mapping
from U to {0, 1}r, is q-good if f has at most q collisions and x 7→ (f(x), g(x))
is 1-1 on S.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that (f, g) is q-good and that r ≥ logn+ 1. Then
there exist av ∈ {0, 1}r, for v ∈ {0, 1}r, such that (x 7→ g(x) ⊕ af(x), f) is
q′-good, where q′ = min{n, b23−r qcn}. On input {(f(x), g(x)) | x ∈ S},
such values av can be computed by a randomized algorithm in expected time
O(n) and space O(n).

Let us first see how to use the lemma to obtain an efficient perfect hash
function for S. We will need r > max{w/2, logn + 3}. Since r ≥ w/2,
it is trivial to find a pair (f, g) of constant-time-evaluable functions that
is

(
n
2

)
-good (e.g., let f(x) and g(x) be the first and the last r bits of x,

respectively). By Lemma 4.1, we can find av ∈ {0, 1}r, for v ∈ {0, 1}r,
such that (x 7→ g(x) ⊕ af(x), f) is n-good. Applying Lemma 4.1 to the
pair (x 7→ g(x) ⊕ af(x), f), we obtain values bv ∈ {0, 1}r, for v ∈ {0, 1}r,
such that (x 7→ f(x) ⊕ bg(x)⊕af(x)

, x 7→ g(x) ⊕ af(x)) is (b23−rncn)-good.
By the choice of r, b23−rnc = 0, so the function x 7→ f(x) ⊕ bg(x)⊕af(x)

is 1-1 on S. When w ≤ 2 logn + O(1) we can choose r = logn + O(1),
so the hash-function parameters use space O(n), and the range {0, 1}r has
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size O(n). Thus x 7→ f(x)⊕ bg(x)⊕af(x)
is the desired efficient perfect hash

function.
Summing up Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we have, for w = O(log n), a random-

ized algorithm constructing an efficient perfect hash function in expected
time O(n) and space O(n).

Proof of lemma 4.1. For v ∈ {0, 1}r, let Sv = {x ∈ S | f(x) = v}.
Our algorithm starts by bucket-sorting the (f(x), g(x))-pairs, for x ∈ S, by
their first coordinates. It is then easy to compute a permutation v1, . . . , v2r

of {0, 1}r with |Sv1 | ≥ |Sv2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |Sv2r |. We now successively compute
av1 , . . . , av2r ; i.e., the sets Sv are processed in some order of nonincreasing
size.

Before the jth step of the computation, for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2r, the algorithm
will have determined av1 , . . . , avj−1 , and thus also the value of g(x)⊕ af(x)

for all x ∈ Sv<j , where Sv<j =
⋃j−1

i=1 Svi . We maintain counts of the
values determined so far, mv = |{x ∈ Sv<j | g(x) ⊕ af(x) = v}|, for
v ∈ {0, 1}r. If avj is picked at random from {0, 1}r, the expected num-
ber of new collisions, i.e., pairs (x, y) ∈ Sv<j × Svj with g(x) ⊕ af(x) =
g(y) ⊕ af(y) = g(y) ⊕ avj , is |Svj | |Sv<j |/2r. The algorithm aims to in-
troduce at most twice this number of collisions, i.e., to find avj such that∑

y∈Svj
mg(y)⊕avj

≤ b2 |Svj | |Sv<j |/2rc (we can round down since the left-
hand side is an integer). By Markov’s inequality, the expected number of
random attempts required to find such an avj is no more than 2. Each
attempt takes time O(|Svj |), so the expected running time for all steps is
O(n).

It remains to be seen that the number of collisions of x 7→ g(x)⊕ af(x) is
no larger than q′. Note that the number of collisions of f is

∑
v∈{0,1}r

(|Sv |
2

)
and, by assumption, is at most q. Let j∗ = |{v ∈ {0, 1}r | |Sv| > 1}|. The
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number of collisions of x 7→ g(x)⊕ af(x) is at most

2r∑
j=1

b2 |Svj | |Sv<j |/2rc

≤
j∗∑

j=1

b21−r |Svj |
j−1∑
i=1

|Svi |c (as 2n/2r < 1)

≤
j∗∑

j=1

b21−r min{|Svj |n,
j−1∑
i=1

|Svi |2}c (as |Svj | ≤ |Svi | for i < j)

≤
j∗∑

j=1

min{21−r|Svj |n, b23−r

j−1∑
i=1

(|Svi
|

2

)c} (as |Svi | ≥ 2 for i ≤ j∗)

≤ min{n, b23−r qcn} .

4.3. Derandomizing double displacement
In this section we employ the method of conditional expectations to

obtain a deterministic O(n logn)-time version of the algorithm of Section
4.2. Recall the problem solved in the randomized part of the algorithm:
Given a table of values mv, for v ∈ {0, 1}r, and a set X ⊆ {0, 1}r, find
a ∈ {0, 1}r such that

∑
x∈X mx⊕a ≤ b21−r |X |∑v∈{0,1}r mvc.

We show how to find a deterministically in O(|X | r) = O(|X | logn) time.
That is, the time for finding a displacement value is O(log n) times that
expected for the randomized algorithm. To do this we maintain an exten-
sion of the table, storing values mu for all bit strings u of length at most
r. For k = 0, . . . , r, let πk(v) denote the k-bit prefix of v ∈ {0, 1}r, and
for u ∈ {0, 1}k define Zu = {v ∈ {0, 1}r | πk(v) = u} as the set of bit
strings of length r with u as a prefix. Then the extended table is defined
by mu =

∑
v∈Zu

mv.
We can think of the extended table as a binary trie whose leaves (in-

dexed by strings of length r) contain the original table entries and each of
whose internal nodes contains the sum over all leaves in its sub-trie. The
extension can be initialized and maintained during n updates of leaves in
time O(nr) = O(n log n).

Starting with u0, the empty string, we show how to find a sequence of
bit strings u0, . . . , ur, where uk ∈ {0, 1}k, such that the expected value
of

∑
x∈X mx⊕a, when a ∈ Zuk

is chosen uniformly at random, is at most
2−r|X |∑v∈{0,1}r mv, for k = 0, . . . , r. Since Zur = {ur}, we must have∑

x∈X mx⊕ur ≤ b2−r|X |∑v∈{0,1}r mvc (rounding down being justified by
the integrality of the left-hand side), and we can take a = ur.
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For u0 the requirement is clearly met, so for 1 ≤ k < r the task is to
extend uk−1 to uk without increasing the expected value. By linearity of
expectation, we can always achieve this by extending uk−1 by either 0 or
1. An appropriate extension can be found by computing the expectations
in time O(|X |):

Lemma 4.2. For every u ∈ {0, 1}k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ r, the expecta-
tion of

∑
x∈X mx⊕a, when a ∈ Zu is chosen uniformly at random, is

2k−r
∑

x∈X mπk(x)⊕u.

Proof. For every x ∈ X we have
∑

a∈Zu
mx⊕a = mπk(x)⊕u by defini-

tion, so the expected value of mx⊕a, when a ∈ Zu is chosen uniformly at
random, is 2k−rmπk(x)⊕u. The lemma follows by linearity of expectation.
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